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“

Rainaway Spouting on the Spot has been supplying
and installing fascia and gutter for G.J. Gardner Homes
Coromandel. Since using Rainaway we have noticed
a vast improvement on the installation of the product,
service and overall customer satisfaction.
We would highly recommend Rainaway Spouting on the
Spot as a supplier and installer of gutter and fascia.
- Glenn Sonntag, G.J. Gardner Coromandel.

”

When the forecast
is for rain, that’s
when we shine!
Rainaway Spouting on the Spot is New Zealand’s leading one
stop shop for residential spouting and re-spouting, including the
installation of downpipes and fascia. We also have a range of
eco-friendly products to assist with water harvesting.
With our expert people, processes and products - all backed
by our 10 year guarantee - you can be confident that when you
choose Rainaway Spouting on the Spot, you are making the
smart choice for your spouting.
Our owner operators are located throughout New
Zealand which means we can offer an efficient
service, with no unreasonable delays or high
charges for freight or travelling time.
Call us on 0800 50 50 52 for friendly,
knowledgeable service on the spot.
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For a no obligation free quote, or to request a free colour chart or sample

Fast,
accurate
quotes
“On the Spot”
At Rainaway Spouting on the
Spot we’re committed to fast and
accurate quotes.

The good news is that once we’ve
been to visit, then 90% of the
time, we can deliver our quote
immediately - that’s because we
have on-board computers that
run our own Spoutmaster quoting
software.
On the odd occasion we can’t
quote ‘on the spot’, we make a
promise to have the quote back to
you within 48 hours.
All our quotes come with a
clear and concise outline of the
products we are recommending,
together with an acceptance form
which you can sign and return to
us via mail, fax or email.

call us now on 0800 50 50 52 or visit our website www.rainaway.co.nz
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Continuous Spouting
Designed and made to take everything the elements can throw at them, yet
still able to offer and maintain a superior, contemporary look. Our spouting
range includes copper and 40 Colorcote® colours in a range of four different
profiles. We also install PVC spouting too.

Classic

continuous

The style that has stood
the test of time. Continuous
spouting made to measure
on site to any length.
Strong, will not warp or go
brittle, keeps its shape.
Available with internal
brackets.
Classic 125:
Cross section area: 5,208mm2
Gauge: 0.50mm G300
Classic 150:
Cross section area: 7,108mm2
Gauge: 0.50mm G300

1/4 Round
A popular profile that
graces the exterior of many
traditional New Zealand
homes. Available with
external or internal brackets.
continuous
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1/4 Round:
Cross section area: 5,022mm2
Gauge: 0.50mm G300

Traditional Spouting
Colour charts and samples are available separately from your Rainaway Installer.
We are happy to advise on both style and colour to suit your home.

1/2 Round
Suits both traditional and
modern architectural homes with
clean lines and a high capacity.
Curved base helps to prevent
residue build-up. Available with
external brackets only.
1/2 Round:
Cross section area: 8,700mm2
Gauge: 0.55mm G300

125 Box
Designed to take high capacity
flows in extreme weather
conditions. Ideal for domestic
and commercial applications.
Longest length available 8.5
metres. Joins may be required
using internal brackets.
125 Box:
Cross section area: 7,500mm2
Gauge: 0.55mm G300
Additional profiles available:
145, 175, 300
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Fascias
External Fascia is designed for new homes under construction and is installed
directly onto the rafters to give a high quality pre-finished appearance. The
system complements any size of home. It can be used with virtually any modern
roofing materials and can be installed on roofs of almost any pitch.

“Long Lasting Elegance - Practically Perfect, Perfectly Practical”

Colorflo 147 Fascia
This outstanding design allows
the fascia to be removed at
any time without disturbing the
roof line. It works great with any
of our profiles and is ideal for
monopitched homes with our
1/4round spouting profile.
Fascia 147:
Gauge: 0.55mm

Colorflo 185 Fascia
This clip on/clip off system
makes installation and removal
easy and can be used with
the with any of our spouting
systems. This extra strong
design is New Zealand made.
Fascia 185:
Gauge: 0.55mm
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Downpipes
Rainaway Spouting on the Spot offers a wide range of round downpipes and
are available in various sizes and materials to suit a variety of applications to
complement your spouting or contrast with your colour scheme.

Colorflo Metal Downpipes
Pre-painted metal downpipe that allows you to match your fascia,
gutter, roof, wall colour or even window joinery. Suitable for new
and existing homes and available in a range of colours.
Copper Downpipes
Copper downpipes are the premium product to choose. Not only
are they appealing to the eye, they also are long-lasting. This
product is well suited to coastal areas or industrial environments.

PVC Downpipes
All downpipes are made from PVC which is an extremely
tough and long-lasting material that will not rust, requires little
maintenance, is easily painted and is UV resistant.

100mm

100mm
DOWNPIPE

80mm

80mm
DOWNPIPE
65mm

Maximum roof area served by one Downpipe (m2)

Size

Roof Pitch in degrees
0-25

26-35

36-45

65mm round

60

50

40

80mm round

100

80

70

100mm round

155

130

110

65mm
DOWNPIPE
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Introducing Alx

In 2011 and in response to NZ’s leaky home problem, the NZ Standards
Authority rewrote their guidelines for spouting. In this, they called for an
overflow provision to minimise the chance of water flowing back into a
building.
In response to the new NZ Standard, we immediately set to work investing 18 months and working alongside some of New Zealand’s best
designers and engineers - to develop a new compliant bracket.
Made from marine grade aluminium (al) and designed to hold the
spouting 10mm (x) from the fascia, we decided to call the bracket Alx.
Alx is the solution that the industry has demanded, and he shows that
once again, the Rainaway Spouting on the Spot team is leading the way
with innovation and excellence.
Without the Alx bracket, your spouting isn’t compliant. Don’t put your
home at risk of becoming a leaky home. Insist on the Alx bracket, available
exclusively from Rainaway.
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For a no obligation free quote, or to request a free colour chart or sample

Alx is New Zealand’s only
compliant bracket for continuous
spouting and available from
Rainaway Spouting on the Spot.

Innovation +
Quality
Quality is important to us which is why we only use the
best materials including 0.5 thick New Zealand made
colour steel with matching powder coated brackets, and
0.5 thick copper with complementary brass brackets, all
with corrosion-resistant screws.
Our European copper spouting is also chosen for its
quality – providing discerning owners of contemporary and
older character homes with a true touch of class!

call us now on 0800 50 50 52 or visit our website www.rainaway.co.nz
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No Fuss Installation
When you decide to go ahead with new spouting, our philosophy is ‘let’s
make it happen and make it as stress-free as possible’.
Our local team will arrive at your place with our mobile roll-forming
machine, making your spouting to length on-site, allowing for faster
installation and fewer joins. The flexibility of our machines also allows us to
adjust easily to any last minute specification changes, which is good news
for you and your home!

Site Safety
At Rainaway Spouting on the Spot, we are pleased to be a member of the
Hazardco Site Safe programme and we acknowledge the importance of
site safety for all concerned.

No mess/no fuss at the
conclusion of the job
We leave every site clean and tidy with any old spouting disposed of too.
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Smart Product
& Service
Guarantee
We provide every client with a final
inspection report and a comprehensive
maintenance schedule.

But that’s not all. We also provide
an unprecedented 10 year ‘no leaks’
guarantee, which means that if you’re not
entirely happy with your new spouting,
we’ll put it right – no questions asked.
And while most unlikely, any repairs during
the guarantee period will be free of charge.

Need some
maintenance?

Sometimes, when we get on site, we find that all that’s
required are some running repairs, maybe some cleaning
and/or some new fascia or downpipes.
If that’s the case, we’ll tell you – and on your instruction,
we’ll come back and do the work too.

Call 0800 50 50 52
www.rainaway.co.nz
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Ask These Questions...
To make the smart choice in spouting, use this
“Apples for Apples” comparison chart. It highlights
the key benefits of Rainaway Spouting on the Spot
and let’s you compare us to others.

1.

Alternative
Installer

Rainaway Spouting On The Spot’s 12 point spouting checklist.

Does the spouting comply with New Zealand
Standards?

2. Is the Classic and 1/4 Round spouting continuous and
made to measure?
3.

Is the spouting manufactured from 0.5 thick colorcote
steel (or 0.5 thick copper with complementary brass
brackets) - and all with corrosion resistant fastenings?

4.

Are the brackets made from marine grade aluminium and
compliant with new NZ Standards?
(available with certain profiles)

5. Is the spouting made from New Zealand made steel?
6. Does the quote include leaving the site clean & tidy?
7.

Is the installer locally owned and operated and backed
by a national franchise network?

8. Is the company authorised by some of the biggest and
best names in the industry?
9.

Is the installer a member of Hazardco Site Safe (meaning
they care about safety)?

10. Will the company provide a final inspection report and a
comprehensive maintenance schedule?
11. Will I receive a written 10 year leak free guarantee held
by a national Head Office?
12. Will I receive a materials and workmanship guarantee?
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For a no obligation free quote, or to request a free colour chart or sample

16 Shades of Colorcote
Looking for the perfect shade of spouting to complement your
home? We offer 16 standard colours, and 26 non-standard colours,
plus copper options too.

Standard Colour Range:

Threadbow White

Titania

Slate

Sandstone Grey

Lignite

Scoria

Thunder Grey

Permanent Green

Gull Grey

New Denim Blue

Grey Friars

Ironsand

Black (Ebony)

Karaka

Lancewood

Windsor Grey

Note: Due to limitations in the printing process, variations from the pre-painted colourcote steel may occur. Exact colour matches can be achieved
using steel samples which are available on request. Non-standard colours are available at extra cost.

call us now on 0800 50 50 52 or visit our website www.rainaway.co.nz
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Rainaway Spouting on the Spot is authorised by some of
the biggest and best names in the industry.

For a no obligation free quote, or to request a free
colour chart or sample:

Call 0800 50 50 52
www.rainaway.co.nz

To view our latest work, visit our website.
RSB116

